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Sharing Ideas and 
Conversation 
Our efforts to shelter in place with all of us 
working and schooling from home is a new 
environment for all and it can be 
challenging at times.   We have been 
adding to our neighborhood website, 
UnivPark.org, to make it a better 
resource for improving how we are all 
dealing and living with these county and 
statewide restrictions. 

Helping - Participation 
Help is a two way street.  I remember family elders drumming the message that giving was something 
that involved both giving and receiving.   Help is similar.  It is important to stay in contact with 
each other and share in helping each other:  Yes, that means that we also need to be willing to reach 
out and accept the generous help from others that are able to provide help, even if that is just a phone 
call to talk and check in.  It might also mean taking advantage of a neighbor volunteer’s  grocery trip 
to have them pick up a few extra items you might need, to save you a trip and reduce your exposure 
caused by shopping. 

Take advantage of the Neighbor Helping Neighbor webpage at 
UnivPark.org/nhn.  It has very useful information links as well as our own 
neighborhood’s information and suggestions for activities, and ways to 
help and get assistance.   Contact UnivPark@UnivPark.org if you would 
like a list of  volunteers that can assist in shopping and other tasks. 
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If you don’t have access 
to the Internet and want 

to be included in 
neighborhood actions 
and news, contact Ron 
Snow at 650.949.6658
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Coloring & Art Projects 
Staying at home 24/7 quickly runs though all of the known activity  
ideas, regardless of household size or ages involved.   One fun 
activity for all ages, yes even neighborhood seniors, is doing art 
projects.   New to the UnviPark.org website is a coloring 
projects page, with downloadable art pages to print and color. 

UnivPark.org/art/gallery 

But lets not stop there, please color and share!  There are pages for 
kids and adults.  Some of these are coloring pages designed by our 
own neighbors.  Sharing of completed colored art can be done by 
picking a spot in the neighborhood and posting them (weather 
permitting).   It will be a fun thing for everyone walking in the 
neighborhood to enjoy .    

Other Interesting Ideas 
Share your other ideas for activities while we shelter.  Doing 
garden seed starters projects with your kids to share with 
neighbors and start your own gardens, setting up sharing libraries 
for books and video, sharing recipes, scheduling time to call and 
engage neighbors, especially with senior households.     Contact 
via email at UnivPark@UnivPark.org. 
 

Salute Service Workers 
Like communities around the world, our neighborhood 
is showing appreciation for medical, first responders, 
and other service workers.   At 7pm, many neighbors 
are saluting these workers by making sounds with 
instruments and pots and pans.  These and others are 
paying tribute and support by displaying blue tribute 
ribbons on their fences and trees (see inMenlo article). 

Support Local Businesses 
Local businesses can use our help.   We plan on featuring various 
local business over the next month.  Luttickens is the first.  They 
have 2 menus to order from, with items ranging from great salads, 
sandwiches, burgers, burritos, ribs, pasta, appetizers, and more! 

Luttickens - 650.854.6431  Open for takeout and delivery     !
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Staying at home 
has its challenges

The good news is that our 
stay at home - shelter in 
place efforts seem to be 
working, we will know 
more in the next week.  
Share ideas that makes 
our sheltering more fun 
and interesting by adding 
creative ideas and new 
ways to share safely.
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